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Almtraet--A physically based model is formulated for the processing ofinformation by the animal cortex. 
The ceils of the granular layers are considered tobe the principal repository of memory, and it is supposed 
that information may be transferred to these cells from the extracellular fluid as well as by synaptic stimuli. 
To provide a basis for this model, conditions are investigated for the transmission f potentials in the 
extracellular fluid by the neural membrane, and it is shown that selective transmission will occur, provided 
that an eigenvalue condition issatisfied involving, inter alia, the frequency ofthe potential nd geometrical 
properties of the membrane surface. Further calculations are made to determine the amplitude of the 
transmitted potential, and it is verified that this is normally sufficient to excite the cell. The model is 
developed further to simulate the activity of the neural cells constituting a unit of the cerebellar cortex, 
and to exhibit he effects of both extracellular nd synaptic transmission. Results obtained from the 
application of this model are described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier series of papers [1-3], the authors have studied a number of problems in the modelling 
of the nervous system from the standpoint of a physically based ionic theory. Among the main 
problems considered there were: the simulation of both graded and action potentials and their 
propagation through a neural network; the role of calcium currents in the processes of habituation 
and sensitization; and the generation of extracellular potentials in the cortex. In the present paper 
the intention is to extend these studies to provide an ionic model for the processing, coding, storage 
and retrieval of information by the cortex. The motivation is twofold: firstly, to provide a physically 
based interpretation of the neurophysiological phenomena associated with information processing 
in the vertebrate cortex, which are at present not well understood; and, secondly, to facilitate an 
assessment of whether some of the apparently very efficient functions of the cortex in this area could 
be simulated or even replicated outside the nervous system. 
As part of the introduction to this subject, we shall provide a brief review of the essential structures 
of the cortex as presently revealed by a great amount of experimental work, beginning in the 
nineteeenth century with the ingenious and painstaking microscopic investigations of Golgi and 
Ramon y Cajal, and continued by others up to the present day, with much additional detail 
following the advent of electron microscopy (see [4-6]). On a large scale, the cortex is divided into 
the allocortex, the cerebral cortex and the cerebellar cortex. The allocortex, which includes the 
hippocampus, appears to have evolved first [7], and together with the associated circuit of Papez, 
has an essential function in the processing of sensory stimuli and consequently in the input to 
memory. But it is known from observation of the effects of lesions and surgery that this system 
is not an important location of long-term memory. The cerebral cortex is in fact the seat of what 
may be described as factual memory and also initiates motor activity. But the cerebellar cortex is 
the seat of what we shall call operational memory, which [8, 9] has a very important intermediate 
effect on learned motor actions. The three divisions of the cortex are rather similar in organization, 
consisting of several well defined layers containing neural cells of distinctive types, but also 
partitioned into small regions or columns many of which are known to be related to particular 
sensory or motor functions. In terms of layers, as indicated in Fig. 1, the outermost layer is in each 
instance the so-called molecular layer and contains, for the most part, axons and dendritic terminals 
connecting otherwise distant neurons. In the cerebellar cortex, the next layer contains the easily 
recognizable Purkinje cells, whose important inhibitory action is evoked directly or indirectly by 
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Fig. 1. Highly simplified representation of basic neural circuit of the cerebellar cortex, showing principal 
cell types (BC = basket cell; StC = stellate cell; P = Purkinje cell; GoC = Golgi cell; GrC = granule cell) 
in the layers in which they reside, and their interconnections. The climbing fibers (CF) and mossy fibers 
(MF) originate in motor centers outside the layers hown, and provide input to Purkinje and granule cells; 
the parallel fibers (PF) and intercerebellar nuclei fibers (IN) provide distant interconnections. Excitatory 
synapses are designated by arrows, inhibitory synapses by circles. 
the climbing and mossy fibers originating in different centers concerned with motor functions. In 
the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus, the corresponding layer or layers (of which there are 
several in the primate cerebral cortex) contain pyramidal cells which also serve well defined motor 
or sensory functions. 
The next specialized layers contain the numerous small granular cells of the cerebellum and the 
almost equally numerous piny stellate cells of the cerebrum. In the interests of a definite model, 
we suppose that these represent the principal repository of memory in the cortex. This conjecture 
is suggested, in its application to the cerebellum, partly by the clustering of the dendrites of the 
granule cells around the mossy fibers which convey stimuli originating in the motor centres, and 
by the interaction of some dendrites and the long branching axons of these granule cells with 
Purkinje cells and other cells which control the motor function. Of particular interest is the fact 
that only a subset of the granule cells adjacent o a mossy fiber are selectively activated by a 
particular stimulus; in this connection, it is noteworthy that the absence of action on an inhibitory 
cell may be as important to the outcome as positive action on others. It is evident hat the cells 
of the granular layer may function to provide sets of adjustable weights imilar to those featured 
in modern neural network theory [21, 22]. The spiny stellate cells in the granular layer of the 
cerebral cortex have quite similar characteristics, though adapted to sensory stimuli; they are 
densely distributed in regions identified with the visual, auditory and somatosensory cortex, and 
have axons extending into other layers so as to provide input to the pyramidal cells. It should be 
remarked, however, that they are sometimes very similar in form and distribution to certain types 
of small pyramidal cells, and that the latter may well have a similar function. It is known that some 
spiny stellates have axons extending to corresponding regions of the opposite cerebral hemisphere. 
Our hypothesis that the cells of the granular layers have a major role in the retention of memory 
is.supported by the consideration of the information content of the cells, taking account of their 
number (of the order of 10 I° in the primate cerebellum), their remarkable geometrical complexity 
and interconnections, and the chemical potentials of the ions associated with their dendrites. We 
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remark that such an assignment ofmemory function could be seen as opposed to a view sometimes 
expressed (see [10]) that long-term memory is not discretely localized, but distributed between 
different cells of the cortex. The regional organization of all divisions of the cortex, to which we 
have already referred, certainly suggests that memory is at least localized in regions responsible 
for the associated sensory or motor functions. On the other hand, it should not be assumed that 
retrieval from memory depends entirely on the details of the relevant local neural circuits; in fact, 
in the following we shall present a detailed model in which that is manifestly not so. Pertinent to 
this question is extensive vidence derived from the experimental monitoring of potentials evoked 
by a sensory stimulus and leading up to a voluntary motor response [11]. These potentials begin 
typically as a wave of rather stable shape propagating with a speed of the order of 1 m/s through 
the surface layers of the cortex. According to Kornhuber [12], "the first event preceding a
movement of the right finger is not a potential in the left motor cortex, but a bilateral readiness 
potential widespread over precentral and parietal regions. A second potential, 90-80 ms before 
movement, is also bilateral and widespread. A third potential, 50 ms before, is limited to the hand 
area of the contralateral motor cortex". Taking account of the time of transmission, this is almost 
immediately before the impulse determining the movement, and about he time at which, as other 
evidence [8, 9] shows, the intervention of an associated region of the cerebellum ust occur. It is 
clearly more natural to interpret he preliminary widespread "readiness" potentials as the 
manifestations i  the extracellular fluid of some kind of search of memory than to suppose that 
the memory relating to a specific movement is so widely diffused. We shall therefore take the view 
that a specialized factual or operational memory is associated with particular groups of cells in a 
few localized regions of the granular layers of the cortex, but stress that this does not imply a unique 
location for each facet of memory. 
In our previous paper [3], we have studied the generation of potentials by the neural network 
in the extracellular fluid, and have discussed evidence that the extracellular potentials could also 
affect the neural network, by producing raded or action potentials in dendrites of particular 
neurons. In addition to the experimental evidence, we mentioned the pioneering theoretical work 
of Rall [13]. In the present paper we shall lend additional substance to this evidence by precise 
calculations of the potentials transmitted through the neural membrane. The results obtained will, 
moreover, suggest that potentials transmitted from the extracellular fluid in this way could have 
a significant, hough obviously not a unique, role in the processes involved in the formation of and 
the access to memory. Since the extracellular fields are not limited to special regions of the cortex, 
such a suggestion must include a mechanism for the activation of small selected groups of cells 
by the extracellular potential field generated in a particular way. In fact, we shall show that 
transmission through the membrane occurs only if quite exacting conditions are satisfied: these 
involve the frequency of the potential and its direction of incidence as well as its amplitude, and 
the ionic concentrations at the surface of the membrane, as well as the depression of the internal 
potential below the firing threshold. All of these parameters could therefore determine the address 
or addresses of cells which respond to a particular wave form propagating in the extracellular fluid. 
To examine the influence of extracellular potentials transmitted in this way, we have developed 
a simple but quite realistic model of a neural network, which can be thought of as representative 
of the regions into which the cerebellar cortex is subdivided, and contributing to the information 
processing associated with operational memory. Most of the models of such networks (e.g. that 
of Palm [14]) which appear in the literature are based on the concept of impulses transmitted from 
one neuron to another through synaptic onnections, but the model to be described also takes 
account of interactions through the extraceUular fluid and retrieval from memory in a schematic 
way, by the use of the characteristic frequency as an important parameter determining the response 
of cells in the granular layer. 
To provide for the simulation of information coding, storage and processing a paramount 
consideration i the formulation of a model of this type is that it should be compatible with 
established neural network theories [22] which permit he description of the activities of a very large 
number of interacting cells. In this context we have therefore adopted a discrete representation for
the "energy levels" of the kth cell (k = 1,2 . . . . .  N), characterized by the difference 6~b ~k) between 
the actual potential qb ~k~ in this cell and a threshold qb~0 k) above which firing, i.e. transmission of a 
graded or action potential to synapses with other cells in the neural network, will occur. We have 
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also introduced a discrete time series, with an interval t of the order of the duration of period ( ~ 5r) 
which must elapse before the cell can fire again. 
The existence of a threshold and of a refractory period may be regarded as the essential nonlinear 
elements of the model. Beyond this, it is necessary to specify the elements which raise or lower the 
potential of a cell. These include stimuli received from synapses with cells which have just fired, 
positive if from an excitatory synapse and negative if from an inhibitory synapse; this distinction 
is known from direct observation and also from electron microscopy where the excitatory synapses 
are seen to be wider and are bisected by plates or filaments of dielectric material [5, pp. 115-117]. 
But, in accord with the preceding discussion, we have also represented in the model the effects of 
stimuli to selected cells resulting from an extracellular potential with the characteristic frequency 
of the membrane. In addition, it is easy to study the effect of random changes of potential on the 
overall behavior of the neural network from the point of view of stability and predictability; such 
changes could arise from a variety of causes, such as metabolic processes, in the biological 
environment. Some results obtained from computer simulation on the basis of this model will be 
described in the last section of this paper, which amply confirm the importance of the extracellular 
stimulus in information processing by the cortex. 
2. CONDIT IONAL TRANSMISSION OF POTENTIALS 
BY THE MEMBRANE 
The animal cortex consists of a very large number of cells, predominantly neurons and glial cells, 
separated almost everywhere by a layer of electrolyte about 100 A in thickness, which forms the 
extracellular fluid. As a result of metabolic processes, the ionic concentrations within the cells differ 
considerably from those in the extracellular fluid, especially in the proportion of sodium to 
potassium, which is very much less within the cells; consequently the electric potential is also lower, 
by about 100mV, in the intracellular fluid. The cell membranes, less than 100A in thickness, 
consists mainly of lipid dielectric material, which is, however, not continuous and includes 
electrolytic hannels a few A in diameter, just enough to allow the passage of unhydrated ions. 
The rate of diffusion of ions is thus very slow in the resting state, but increases to quite large values 
under various dynamical conditions, such as are realized in the course of a graded or action 
potential within the cell. It is confirmed by experiments with radioactive tracer ions that, under 
these conditions, the effective continuity of the electrolytic fluid between the internal and external 
surfaces of the membrane may be assumed. In our earlier papers [1-3] we have shown that the 
development of graded and action potentials can be related to resonances of an electrostatic 
character, associated with ions in small concentrations, in the Debye layers adjacent to the surfaces 
of the membrane. We shall recover these results in the present paper, but in this section shall be 
concerned primarily with the conditions under which potentials may be transmitted by the 
membrane. Since the potentials in the extracellular fluid are no more than about 10 mV, a linear 
analysis will be sufficient for this purpose, but for convenience we summarize the relevant equations 
of ion dynamics and electrostatics in their general form. 
The physical variables in this analysis are the ionic number densities na, the corresponding 
diffusion velocities Ua, the chemical potentials t~a (per unit charge), and the electrostatic potential 
~b; the constants are Boltzmann's constant k, the values n o of the na at the same point x in the 
resting state, the absolute temperature T, the dielectric onstant x, the ionic charges ea, and the 
resistances 7~. The subscript "a" takes values 1 = K ÷, 2 = Na +, 3 = Ca 2÷, 4 = 4 = C1- and 5 = P 
(negatively charged protein), corresponding to the various types of ions important in this context. 
The protein has negligible mobilty in the environs of the membrane, so 75 will be treated as 
effectively infinite. With this notation, the variables are related by 
na = n o exp( -ea  q~a/k T), (la) 
~aUa : - -eaV(t  ~ --~a)/kT, ( lb )  
V2q~ = --4~,aeana/K, ( Ic)  
dna 
- -  = - -naV"  u a. (ld) 
dt 
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These express respectively the relation between density, temperature and chemical potential; the 
general form of Ohm's law; Coulomb's law in electrostatics; and the equation of continuity for ions 
of the a th type. By elimination of the na and ha, and ~b, we obtain the fundamental nonlinear 
equations for the potentials: 
d~b, 
7a ~ - V2qba = (4 n/X)Xbeb n° exp(--ebCkb/kT), (2) 
which were the basis of much of our earlier work. If we allow the subscript "a" to take the value 
0, and agree that ~0 = 0 and ~b0 = ~b, we obtain also an equation for the electrical potential ~b. But 
in this context, the potentials are usually small, so that it is permissible to simplify the above 
equations by linearization and making use of the condition X, ean, = 0 for electrical neutrality 
(when the ionized protein is included in the summation). Then 
d~ba 
~)a--d- ~- = V2(j~a --  ~-~'bCbgJ~b, (3) 
where 
Ca = 4 rCn°ae2 /(rkT) (4) 
is proportional to the concentration of ions of the a th type in the resting state, and a function of 
position though not of time. 
A new solution of the linearized equation (3) will be obtained in this section for a layer containing 
a portion of the neural membrane and the adjacent extracellular nd intracellular fluids. For this 
purpose, we introduce coordinates r and z along axes perpendicular and along the membrane 
surface, respectively, with an origin at the external surface of the membrane. The concentration 
variables Ca are then functions of r within the membrane, and vary between uniform values C~ 
and C i for r < 0 and r > d respectively in the extracellular and intracellular fluids. We have 
obtained analytical solutions of (3) for various interpolated functions within the membrane, but 
here we shall present analysis and results corresponding to a formula of the type 
Ca = C m + Cad sinh [~t (r - ½d)], 
1 e i c m = ~(ca + ca),  
Cad=' i ~( C. - C~)/sinh(½ad), (5) 
implied by the linear variation of two potentials between the external and internal surfaces of the 
membrane. In the resting state the potential varies linearly with r within the membrane, and if A~b 
is the membrane potential, the constant ct is given by 
ct = (ex/kT)(Ack /d). (6) 
The formula (5) satisfies the requirement that the Ca should be continuous at the membrane surface; 
the derivative ~Ca/dr is not continuous there, because of the polarization of the membrane. 
A solution of (3) can be found of the form 
~ba = ~o,  exp[i(cot - 2z)]~a(co , r), (7) 
where ~ denotes the real part of what follows, co is the angular frequency and 2 the component 
of the wave vector in the z-direction along the membrane (so that v = co/). is the velocity of 
propagation i this direction). The summation ~,  is in principle over all values, possibly complex, 
of co, and may be regarded as resulting from the evaluation of the Fourier integral 
q~a= ~ ~----nii f~_~ Xa(co, r)exp[i(cot -- 2z)]dco (8) 
by the method of residues. On substitution into (3), it is found that X.(co, r) must satisfy the 
ordinary differential equation 
d2za 
dr  2 = (icoya + ~2)Za "~ ~/, 
~' = Y'b { C~ + Cb a sinh [0t (r - ½d)]}Xb, 
(9a) 
(9b) 
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which also defines the charge amplitude qJ. We note that the term 2 2 = co2/v 2 in (9a) is not negligible 
if the incident wave is almost normal to the membrane. To solve these equations, we note that they 
represent a generalization f Mathieu's equation in the imaginary variable i~r, and accordingly seek 
a solution for ~O in the form 
~, = ~ {@j cosh[~j (r - ½d)] + ~,; sinh[~j(r - ½d)]}; (10) 
j=0  
it then follows from (9) that 
Z~ = ~ {;% cosh [~j (r - ½d)] + g~j sinh [~j(r  - ½d)]}, 
j=0  
x~j - -  q , j / [ (~ j )2  _ icoya - -  ,~2],  
;(~j= O;/[(~j)2 _ i coy~-  ~2]. (11) 
Of course it is necessary that the series in (10) and (11) should converge. Finally we substitute the 
last result into (9b) and introduce the constants 
f = ZbC~/[(o~j)  2 - ROyb -- 22], 
gj = Eb C~/[(aJ)  2 -- icoyb -- 22] • (12) 
By comparing coefficients of cosh[~j(r -  ½d)] and s inh[~j(r -  ~d)], we then obtain the relations 
t I t (1--fj)~j=½gj_,~Jj, - -  5g j+ l~ j+, ,  
(1 -£)¢j ' ' = 5gj_, ~ j ,  --S&+,~j+,, (13) 
for general values of j. Exceptionally, for j = 0 and j = 1, we have qJ6 = 0 and 
(1 -f0)¢0 = -½gl ~bl, (14a) 
(1 -f~ )~k~ = g0~b0 - ½g2 ~b2. (14b) 
It is easily seen that there are two classes of solutions of the above difference quations: (1) the 
first has ~bj = 0 for odd values o f j  and ~k~ = 0 for even values of j, and (2) the second has ~k~ = 0 
for odd values of j  and ~bj = 0 for even values ofj. Subsequently we shall distinguish between "even" 
and "odd" solutions, referring to the subscripts of the nonvanishing unprimed Oi. But within each 
class there are also two independent types of solutions, of which one is inadmissible since it makes 
the series in (10) and (11) diverge. This becomes clear if we observe that for large values of j, both 
the fj and the gj defined in (12) are of order j -2  and there are solutions with ~Oj "~j21/Ij_l and 
~,~ ,~j2qJj_ I. The only solutions of (14) consistent with the series solution of the differential 
equations are those with @j ~ j2~)+ ~ and qJ) ~ f~,j+ l, and these conditions are sufficient for the 
rapid convergence of (10) and (11). But such a solution exists only when an eigenvalue condition 
is imposed on the (possibly complex) frequency ~ in (11), or alternatively on the (also possibly 
complex) parameter 2 2. We are thus able to conclude that the only frequencies co transmitted by 
the membrane are those for which such a condition---essentially a relation between co and the 
component 2 of the wave vector--is satisfied. The actual eigenvalues can be regarded as poles of 
the function X, (co, r) of complex co in (8). It should be noticed, however, that the eigenvalues or 
poles depend on various other parameters, including the ionic concentrations at both surfaces of 
the membrane, as well as the component of the wave vector or the velocity of propagation along 
the surface of the membrane. Also, it is clear that this description in terms of plane waves is strictly 
applicable only if the surface is flat, but in a more general context can be replaced by one involving 
the geometry and the aspect presented by the membrane to incident wave. 
At this point we observe an interesting and important property of the original differential 
equations: corresponding toeach even solution (as defined above) there is normally an odd solution 
with the same eigenvalue. To prove this, subject o a limitation which we shall find is sometimes 
realized, we first notice that the recurrence relations (13) are unchanged when ~kj and ~,~ are 
exchanged; and, although the same is not true of (14), the condition for an eigenvalue is essentially 
a condition on the ratios qJj+ ~/qJ; for large j, which in general is consistent with either (14a) or (14b). 
When this is so, the even and odd solutions corresponding to the eigenvalue may be characterized 
by the fact that the respective series of complex numbers formed by the ~bj and q~} are proportional 
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to one another if the first term (~/0) of the "even" series is discarded. From the even and odd 
solutions ~,¢e)(r) and ~¢°)(r) corresponding to the same eigenvalue, a linear combination ~/(r) can 
be constructed with an arbitrary complex value and an arbitrary derivative at r = 0. However, it 
is anomalously possible that one of the equations (14) cannot be satisfied concurrently with the 
eigenvalue condition, and, if this is so, there is only one solution corresponding to a particular 
eigenvalue; then, transmission of the potential with the associated frequency or wave vector will 
occur only if the phase also has a particular value. 
To obtain the eigenvalues, a method analogous to Hill's method for Mathieu's equation could 
be used. For computational convenience, the method of codiagonal perturbations which has been 
developed by the authors [15] is very efficient. But since neither the parameter 2 2 nor the frequency 
co appears linearly in (13) and (14), it has been found simpler to truncate (13) by taking ~,j+~ =0 
and ~/) = 1 (or ~/)+~ = 0 and ~,j = 1) for a large value (~ 15) of J, solving the resulting equations, 
and finding the real and imaginary parts of either 2 5 or co (for fixed co or 2 2 respectively) which 
minimize the modulus of the difference between the right and left sides of (14). A computer program 
has been constructed to perform these operations, from which the following results were derived 
(see the Appendix). 
In general either the angular frequency co or the wave vector 2 are complex; physically, this means 
that the transmitted wave is either a growing wave, or suffers attenuation i  one direction along 
the surface of the membrane. Within limits, solutions of both types are acceptable. The first 
possibility could be realized at the first arrival of a potential in the extracellular fluid, and the 
growth of the wave is limited naturally by the development of nonlinear effects which have been 
neglected in the present analysis. The second possibility should be compatible with the microscopic 
length of some of the dendritic branches of particular granular cells responding to the potential. 
But, alternatively, the solution may be regarded as the residue at a pole of the complex integral 
(8), which is bounded by the presence of other factors in the integrand. However, in each instance, 
it is necessary for the physical significance of the solution that the imaginary component of the 
frequency or wave vector should not be large compared with its real part. 
We have found that the eigenvalue conditon is most conveniently formulated by expressing 2 2 
as a function of the frequency. The relation, found numerically, is of the form 
2 5 = k.i,(co ) + icok:,(co), (15) 
where the subscript j(l, 2 .... ) labels the eigenvalue, and the terms correspond to real and 
imaginary parts respectively. For small values of co, the k:,(co) and kyi(co) both vary only very slowly 
with co, with an important exception to be discussed below. Their values separate rather naturally 
into two series which are easily distinguished by the values of the k:i(co) for a fixed value of co. 
When the k:,(co) are arranged in ascending value within each series, values for co = 0.1; YI~ = 0.25, 
Ysa = 2.05, Yc, = 2.75, Yc~ = 3.35; C[  = 3, C~a = 150, C[~ = 1.35, C[~ = 125; Ck  = 150, C~, = 12.5, 
C~ = 0.015, and C~I = 68 in the units (10 A, cs, retool) adopted, are shown in Table I. 
The first of the values listed in each series is found to be anomalous, because (14b) cannot be 
satisfied and there is, therefore, no corresponding "odd" eigenvalue in the sense defined above. All 
other eigenvalues are, however, duplicated, and their imaginary parts are almost proportional to 
the frequency. This has the consequence that transmission of the corresponding potentials of the 
second series is restricted to very low frequencies and not well adapted to the rapid transfer of 
information. This suggests that the first series is most likely to be involved in processes where 
speedy transmission is required, an hypothesis requiring confirmation by the calculation of 
transmission coefficients, which will be done in the next section. The first of the eigenvalues (of 
the first series) is of particular interest because it is the only one which has a srnall wave vector 
Table 1. Complex eigenvalues ). corresponding to co = 0.1 
Values of 22 (first series): 
- 0.00008053 i-0.0092050i; 
0.56245-0.009202i; 1.2655-0.009196i; 
3.5155-0.009163i; 5.0624-0.009128i; 
Values of 22 (second series): 
- 2.4701-0.054408i; - 1.9897-0.020261 i; 
- 0.30000-0.02015Si; 0.96589-0.020156i; 
4.3411-0.020196i; 6.4505-0.020274i; 
0.14061-0.009167i; 
2.2499-0.009182i; 
6.8905-0.009042i. 
- 1.2849~.020184i 
2.5129-0.020166i 
8.8411-0.020631 i, 
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and so does not require an almost normal direction of incidence in the extracellular fluid. Within 
a more extended range of values of co, the real and imaginary parts of this eigenvalue and the next 
in the series can be represented as 
(22)r = 2.6 X 10 -5 -- 2.7188 x 10 -3 co - -  0.79645 co2, 
(~'~)i = 7.4 x 10 -5 - 0.92940 co + 0.14814 co2, 
(22)r = 0.14059 + 4.1480 x 10 -3 co - 0.13484 co 2, 
(22)i = --1.6 x 10-5-- 0.91498 co +8.5312 x 10-3co  2, (16) 
The computer program given in the Appendix expresses all the eigenvalues in this form, but in most 
other instances an expression linear in co is adequate. 
The existence of the listed eigenvalues will of course imply the transmission of an extracellular 
potential only if the relevant transmission coefficients are sufficiently large. These will be determined 
in the following section. 
3. INWARD TRANSMISSION COEFF IC IENTS OF THE MEMBRANE 
In the previous section, we have identified the conditions, which are primarily eigenvalue 
conditions on the frequency or wave vector, for the transmission of a potential, originating in the 
extraceUular fluid, through the neural membrane. We wish now to study the relation between the 
amplitude of the potential arriving at the external surface of the membrane and the resulting 
potential within the cell, assuming that these conditions are satisfied. The transmission coefficient 
which is the characteristic of this relation will now be determined from the boundary conditions 
applied to the equations (9); in the present application these correspond to the arrival of a potential 
in the extracellular fluid at the external membrane surface. Outside the membrane (understood to 
include the very thin Debye layer of the resting state) the concentrations Cain (4) have the uniform 
values C~; then Za(co, r) as defined in (7) and ~b as defined in (9b) are given (for r < 0) by 
Za = ~'~k ~-/0k exp(#kr)/(/z 2 -- icoTa -- 22), (17a) 
~b = Y~k ~k0k exp (#k r). (17b) 
Here the ~k0k are disposable constants, the/~k are the roots, in general complex, of the dispersion 
equation 
~-~a Cea/ (~ 2 - -  icoTa -- 2 2) = 1, (18) 
and the summations in (17) are over some subset of these roots. As the resistance Y5(corresponding 
to the negatively charged protein) is effectively infinite, the summation in (18) may be restricted 
to the four values of a corresponding to K +, Na +, Ca 2+ and Cl-, and (18) thus reduces to a quartic 
satisfied by four different values of/~2. Apart from the additional term involving 2, defined as the 
wave vector of the external wave resolved in the z-direction, this is in fact equivalent to a key result 
of our earlier work, where/~2 was expressed in the form q + icop, with real values of q and p. The 
quartic can be solved by the algebraic method, but for small values of co it is necessary to use double 
precision to separate the small roots which result. For the purpose of illustration, we list below 
the four values of/x 2 in the form q + icop, corresponding to for co = 0.1/ms, and the values (0.25, 
2.05, 2.75 and 3.35) of 7a and (0.03, 1.5, 0.0135, 1.25) of C] used in the last section: 
#2=2.7918+2.6158ico; /x22=l.8677x 10-4+0.27373ico; 
/~2=6.7544x 10-4+2.7102ico; /~2=8.3175x 10-4+2.8002ico. 
Of the four values of/~2, the first has a large value of q, comparable with the inverse square 
thickness of the Debye layer in the resting state. The other three values of #2 are associated with 
resonances, which can be identified by the proximity of their p-values to one of the Ya. The second 
root/~2 has a p-value near to 7K and evidently corresponds to the potassium resonance in the 
extracellular fluid. For small absolute values of co, there are also two roots with p-values in the 
neighborhood of ~ca, one a little less than ~ca and corresponding to that identified as the calcium 
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resonance in our earlier work; the other is nearer to 7o, and could be associated with the Ca 5÷ CI- 
composite. 
In this application the potassium resonance is the principal component of the extracellular 
potential, given by (17), which will in fact be used below to normalize the solution. But, as discussed 
in our previous paper [3], the external potential may be expected to excite the calcium resonance 
at the membrane surface, and we therefore include also a term associated with this resonance in 
(17). To make the corresponding values of ~ unique, we require that their real parts should be 
positive. The summation over k in (17) is thus reduced to two dominant erms, with k = 2 and 
k = 3 respectively. Similar terms, but with the sign of/~ reversed, are generated at the surface of 
the nearest glial cell, about 100 A from the neural membrane, but as their contributions are small 
in the neighborhood of the neural membrane, they will be neglected in the present context. 
The boundary conditions to be imposed on the solutions (10) and (11) of the differential equation 
(9a) can be inferred from the latter: both ~b(r) and its derivative ~,'(r) must be continuous for r = 0, 
at the surface of the membrane. For this purpose it is necessary to use not the "even" or "odd" 
solutions within the membrane (0 < r < d), corresponding to a particular eigenvalue of the 
frequency, as described in the last section, but a linear combination of them. From (10) and (17) 
it then follows that 
~02 + if03 = ~ [~bj cosh(½ctd) - ~k; sinh(½0td)], (19a) 
j=0 
/~2~05 + #3~03 = ~ ctj[-  ~bj sinh(½0td) + ~b; cosh(½~td)], (19b) 
j=0 
Zo~ = ~k05/(# 2 - ico7a -- 2 2) + ~bo3/~3 2 -- icoTa -- 25), (19c) 
where X0a denotes the value of Xa at the external surface (r = 0). By substituting a = 0, with 7o = 0, 
in (19c), we obtain the amplitude X0 = X0o of the electrical potential at this surface. These relations 
may be regarded as determining the amplitudes ~k05 and ~03 of the potassium and calcium 
resonances in (17), as well as normalizing the ~bj and ~b: relative to X0, which is determined by the 
incoming potential. It follows from (9a) that, as ¢ and its derivative are continuous at r = 0, each 
Xa, and its derivative, will also be continuous there. 
A similar analysis may now be applied to determine the components of the potential at the 
internal membrane surface. The solution for the intracellular fluid (r > d) is analogous to (17): 
Z~ = £k ~kdk exp [ - -  Vk (r - -  d)] / (v  2 _ icoT~ - 22), (20a) 
~b = Y~k~bdkeXp[--Vk(r --  d)], (20b) 
where the ¢Ok are constants and the Vk are the roots, with positive real parts, of 
£,  C i  / (v 2 - icoT~ - 25) = 1. (21) 
There are four values of v 5 which again we list for co = 0.1 and the values (150, 12.5, 0.015, 68) 
used previously for the Ci: 
v 2 = 2.2965 + 1.2584 ico; v~ = 3.2454 x 10-3+ 1.8127/to; 
v] = 5.3733 x 10 -3 d- 2.5785 ico; V~ = 1.0963 X l0 -5 + 2.7504 ico. 
It will be seen that, in this instance, the p-value of v 2 is near to 7N~ and that this root is therefore 
associated with the internal sodium resonance, whereas v] is again associated with the calcium 
resonance. If either of these resonances i  excited with sufficient amplitude at the inner membrane 
surface (r --d), a graded or action potential will result. To determine the relevant amlitudes, we 
make use of the conditions that the ~,  in particular XNa and ~fc~, should be continuous at r = d; 
it will follow from (9b) that ¢ and its derivative are continuous there, and from (9a) that the 
derivatives of the X~ are also continuous at this surface. 
According to (11), the value ~fd~ of X~ at r = d is given by 
X,~ = ~ [~bjcosh(½~tjd) + d/~sinh~2ocjd) ] /D, j ,  
j=0 
D..j = (~tj) 2- icoT, - 25. (22) 
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Again the amplitude Xd = gd0 of the electric potential is obtained by setting a = 0. It is important 
to notice that it follows from the asymptotic formulas Sj+~ ~j  25~ and ~,j+~ j-2~,j, that the 
series is quickly convergent. With the relative values of Sj and Sj+ 1 determined by the method of 
the last section, and normalized in terms of Z0 with the help of (19), the transmission coefficients 
T = Zd/go, Tca = gdCa/Z0, TNa = ZdNa/•0 (23) 
for the electrical potential and the chemical potentials of the ions associated with internal 
resonances are now fully determined. Of course these transmission coefficients depend on which 
of the eigenvalues determined in the previous ection is involved. Our calculations show that those 
associated with the second series of eigenvalues listed in the last section are easily the largest; the 
moduli of the transmission coefficients associated with the pair of eigenvalues listed in (16) are 
shown in Figs 2 and 3 respectively. 
It will be recalled that transmission atany frequency ispossible only subject o certain conditions: 
the angle of incidence, or an equivalent parameter determining the aspect of the extracellular wave 
to the membrane surface must bear the prescribed relation to the frequency, and for the coefficient 
shown in Fig. 2 the phase of the incident wave must also have the prescribed value. For other 
eigenvalues there are important restrictions, especially on the frequency, arising from the rate of 
growth or attenuation. The inward transmission of a potential by the membrane is therefore highly 
selective. It will be seen from Figs 2 and 3 that, subject o the conditions mentioned, a potential 
is transmitted with undiminished or augmented amplitude in the range of frequencies routinely 
observed in the extracellular fluid, and, more importantly, the calcium potential is considerably 
amplified, so that a threshold for nonlinear behavior may be passed, depending on the existing 
internal calcium concentration. Then, by an ionic mechanism which has been demonstrated 
experimentally [16], and investigated in detail in earlier papers [1, 2], a graded or action potential 
will develop which is effectively independent of the extracellular stimulus. 
There are two mechanisms for controlling the concentration of calcium. It is known [17-19] that 
the action of several important neurotransmitters depends on their interactions with calcium and 
receptor molecules in the membrane, so providing a mechanism which is effective at synapses and 
perhaps more widely in the cortex [20]. But we have also pointed [2] to another mechanism by which 
not only habituation but sensitization may occur: this is the transport of calcium within a cell, in 
a direction opposite to the direction of propagation of the potential. Thus the effect of the 
propagation of a potential from the extremities of the dendritic trees of a cell towards the soma 
Ill 
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Fig. 2. Variation of [TI, I T~al and I T cA with 
frequency, corresponding to the eigenvalue 2~ 
of (16). 
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IO0 200 
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Fig. 3. Variation of [TL ITNal and ITc, I with 
frequency, corresponding to the eigenvalue 2~ 
of (16). 
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must be to sensitize the cell, which will thereafter respond more readily to either a synaptic or an 
extracellular stimulus of the same type. In the cortex, this process of sensitization could play an 
important part in the formation of memory. The transport of calcium by graded and action 
potentials has implications for the processes of learning and memory which are clearly much wider 
than the existing studies concerned with simple reflex actions might suggest. 
4. MODEL OF NEURAL NETWORK WITH INFORMATION PROCESSING 
We shall now develop the essential features of the transfer of information between eurons, and 
between the extracellular fluid and the neural network, in a simple model simulating the action of 
a local region of the cerebellum, as described in the Introduction to this paper. We begin with a 
rather general formulation of the equations governing models of this type, assuming a discrete 
process in time and discrete states for the neurons of an extended network. These neurons are 
numbered in any convenient way, and the network is specified by enumerating the various neurons 
whose axons make a synapse with each individual neuron of the set. Any synapse may be either 
inhibitory or excitatory and may transfer information from the axon of the neuron making the 
synapse to the neuron receiving it, but not in the reverse direction. As proposed in the Introduction, 
the states of the kth neuron are characterized by the difference 6d) (k) between the actual potential 
~b ek) (on a nonlinear scale) of this neuron and the threshold potential ~b[ k), which depends on the 
ionic concentrations within the cell. 
If, at time t, the variable 6~b (k) becomes positive, an action or graded potential may develop 
capable of affecting the other neurons of the network with which the kth neuron makes a synapse, 
at time t + z. However, subsequent to this action potential, the neuron falls below threshold into 
a refractory state for a time interval of nz, during which it cannot fire again. Also, and this is a 
distinctive feature of the present model, the development of an action or graded potential in a 
granule cell with memory function is strongly dependent on the transmission of a stimulus, 
depending on the frequency, from the extracellular fluid. As we have remarked in the previous 
section, there are variables other than frequency which affect transmission, but the superposition 
of these variables does not essentially alter the behavior of the model. The equations governing 
such a system may be written in the form 
~Sdp<k)(t + z) = ~Sck~k)(t) + Xjwjk[b~b t/)(t), ~$¢k)(t)], (24) 
where the Wjk take discrete values eparated by an amount vk depending in general on k, but possibly 
the same for all neurons. According to the specifications of the model outlined above, the wjk will 
always vanish if there is no synapse from thejth to the kth cell, and also if 6c~°)(t) is not positive; 
otherwise it will be positive (vj) when the synapse isexcitatory, and negative ( -v j )  when the synapse 
in inhibitory. If we define sj = _+ 1 to represent the sign of the stimulus, 
wjk(bdp U), 6dp ~)) = ½sjvk(1 + sgn(f~b u))) (j # j), (25) 
in this model. We may formally include a negative term -nvk  corresponding to j = k, when 
6q~ ok) > O, in the summation of (17), to simulate the entry into a refractory state after firing, and 
also a positive contribution ak(fdp <k), oJ) representing the subsequent approach to threshold, and 
the additional effect, where appropriate, of the frequency dependent stimulus received by granule 
cells from the extracellular fluid: 
wkk(rdP ~k), ~Sd~ ~k)) = -½nvk(1 + sgn (diSh ~k)) + ak(6~ ~k), w)), (26) 
This additional term ~k is also a multiple of vk, and may include a term to simulate random 
fluctuations associated with a variety of effects, including metabolic processes, within the neuron. 
It should be recognized that those contributions to the potentials which depend on the signs of 
the 6~b t/) are essentially nonlinear in character, so that the analytical solution of difference quations 
of the type (17) is not practicable xcept in the simplest instances, but they are admirably suited 
to computer simulation. We have therefore developed a computer program based on the above 
equations (see the Appendix), with the initial object of modelling the additional effect of external 
stimuli of the type predicted in this paper on the functioning of any interconnected set of neurons, 
in particular those of one of the columns into which the cerebellar cortex may be subdivided. It 
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would be quite feasible to represent a population of cells of various types in the numbers actually 
observed in such a column, but our present purpose is better served by simplicity, and we have 
so far confined our studies to the set shown in Fig. 1 of the Introduction to this paper. The 
characteristics and input/output performance of this basic circuit have been detailed in a separate 
publication [23]. 
The model shows that a stimulus originated in motor centers outside the system are transmitted 
by the mossy fibers and climbing fibers to the system via the granule cells and Purkinje cells 
respectively, and that if the stimulus persists over a short period of time a regular firing pattern 
will develop involving all cells of the assembly. In the absence of a supplementary stimulus from 
the extracellular fluid, this pattern is, predictably, simply periodic and lacking in complexity. Small 
random stimuli of the type which are expected in nature modify the firing pattern somewhat, but 
in this context do not change the general character of the output. However, the effect of an 
additional stimulus on a selected granule cell or cells from the extracellular fluid is more interesting. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4. To characterize the state of each cell, we have introduced an 
information variable defined by 
I~/) = ~b U) exp  (~b o)/vj),  
q~ (J) = nvj + 3~b u), 
which in this simple model is an analog of that defined in an earlier paper [1]. The parameter vj
associated with the j th  cell is thus identified as a measure of information. 
The variation of the variable iu) is shown in the figure for the Purkinje cell, which provides the 
output of the system. When two short stimuli are applied via the fibers in the upper part of the 
diagram, the plot a corresponds to the possibility that no extracellular stimulus is received by either 
of the granule cells. It will be seen that, in this instance, the effect of the second stimulus is very 
similar to that of the first and consists of a pair of small graded potentials. In the lower part of 
the diagram, however, the plot b shows the effect of an additional extracellular component to the 
stimulus received by the first granule cell but not by the second. The model graphically displays 
the role which sensitization of the granule cells by the extracellular potential could play in the 
development of operational memory. 
The model is clearly well adapted to a wide variety of other applications requiring the simulated 
action of a system of neurons with specified inhibitory and excitatory synaptic onnections. As the 
system considered above shows, the behavior of such a model, without extracellular interactions, 
is easily predictable and parallels that of a simple computer. In order to simulate the development 
of memory in the biological sense, it is necessary to provide a mechanism, such as we have proposed 
i i 
b , f  . /  
' I0 2JO 30 40 
Time (ms) 
Fig. 4. Variation with time of information level in the Purkinje cells (P) of the basic cerebellar circuit 
shown in Fig. 1, (a) for no extracellular wave input and (b) extracellular wave input to only one of the 
two Granule cells (GrC), when both receive a mossy fiber (MF) stimulus. 
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in this paper, for the sensitization of cells. A complementary process is that of desensitization, or 
habituation, which is most probably also the result of calcium transport within the cell. According 
to our earlier paper [2], this can be understood in terms of ordinary synaptic interactions and it 
could readily be accommodated within the model by providing for an incomplete return to the 
resting state during the refractory state. Improvement and impairment of neural function are 
almost equally essential components of cortical development which a realistic model should display. 
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APPENDIX 
The program, presented in generalized language and condensed format, determines wave vector eigenvalues for the 
information model. An approximation is read from data and the improved value inserted in the file. The variable rd 
measures how well vr + i*vi satisfies the eigenvalue condition; d = membrane thickness in units of 10 ./~; omr = frequency 
in cs; vr+vi* i  = wave vector. 
pi = 3.14159265 # :d = 8:ga = 3/d 
omi=0# :dr : - l : sw=- l :va=l  :dc=ga°ga:dimglr(25),gl i(25) :N=22 
open "r' , l ," infda',12:fleld 1,4 as 0$, 4 as vr$, 4 as vi$ 
read omr,vr, vi : print omr;vr;vi 
LB1 get I,n: omr = cvs(O$) :vr = cvs(vr$) :vi --- cvs(vi$) 
print n;omr;vr;vi 
km = 14:on error goto LB6 
ce(1 ) = .03 # :ce(2) = 1.5 # :ce(3) = .0135 # :ce(4) = 1.25 # 
ci(1 ) = 1.5 # :ci(2) = .125 # :ci(3) = .00015 # :ci(4) = .68 # 
dv -- .001 # :sh = exp( .5"ga*d)  :sh = sh - 1 /sh  
for i = 1 to 4 
cm(i) = (ce( i )  + c i ( i ) ) /2  # :cd(i) = (ci(i) - ce( i ) ) /sh:next  
t(1) = .25# : t (2 )=2.05  # : t (3 )=2.75  # : t (4 )=3.35# : t (5 )=0 
rdp = le + 30 
if km = 2* int(km/2)  then fac = 1 else fac = 2 
LB2 nt = O:glr(km + 1) = O:gli(km + 1) = O:glr(km) = le -  lO:g l i (km) =0 
rd = (1 + l e -  08)* rdp  
LB3 if va=l  then vr =vr+dv else v i=v i+dv  
vr = .000001 # "int(.4 + vr*1000000 # ) :vi = .000001 # *int(.4 + vi°1000000 # ) 
print "vr = ";vr;"vi = ";v i ;"om = "';omr; :dar = vr: dai = vi 
srl =O:s i l  =O:t r l  =O: t i l  =O:k=km:gosub  LB5 
LB4 s r2=sr l : s i2=s i l  :srl =sr :s i l  =si 
tr2 =t r l  :ti2 =t i l  :tr l  =t r : t i l  =t i :k=k  - 1 :gosub LB5 
gr = tr2*glr(k + 2) - t i2"gl i(k + 2) + 2 # °(1 - srl )°glr(k + 1 ) + 2 # *sil °gli(k + 1 ) 
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gi = tr2*gl i  (k + 2) + t i2*gl r (k  + 2) + 2 # * (1 - srl ) *gli (k + 1 ) - 2 # *sil  *glr(k + 1 ) 
td = tr*tr + ti*ti  :g l r (k)  = (tr*gr + t i *g i ) / td  :gli (k) = (tr*gi - t i *g r ) / td  
if k > fac -1  then LB4 
rr = fac*(1 - sr )*g l r (k)  + fac*s i*gl i (k)  + tr l  *glr(k + 1 ) - t i l  *g l i (k  + 1 ) 
ri = fac* (1 - sr)*gl i  (k) - fac*s i*g l r (k)  + tr l  *gli (k + 1 ) + t i t  *glr(k + 1 ) 
rr = r r*9.999999e - 21 :ri = r i*9.999999e - 21 
rdl  =rd : rd  =r r* r r+r i * r i :p r in t  rd :dr l=dr :dr  =rd- rd l  
if rd < rdp then rdp=rd :vpr=vr :vp i=v i :n t=0 else n t=nt+l  
if nt > 5 then print vpr ;vp i ; rdp :goto  LB7 
if d r<0then  sw=- l :goto  LB3 
if sw=l  then sw= - 1 :dom = -dom:goto  LB3 
if va = 1 then vr = vr - dv else vi = vi - dv 
sw=l :  va = -va :  goto  LB3 
LB5 d i r=dc*k*k -dar :d i i  = -da i : s r=0:s i=0: t r=0: t i=0  
for i = 1 to 4 :dr  = dir + omi*t ( i )  :di = dii - omr*t ( i )  
d2 = dr*dr + di*di :dr = dr /d2  :di = - d i /d2  :sr = sr + cm( i ) *dr  :si = si + cm( i ) *d i  
tr = tr + cd( i )  *dr: t i  = ti + cd( i )  *di : next:  return 
LB6 stop 
LB7 if abs(dv)  > 9.00001 le  - 06 then dv = dv /10  :vr = vpr :vi = vpi :goto LB2 
Iset 05 = mks$(omr)  :lset vr$ = mks$(vr) :lset vi$ = mks$(vi)  :put 1 ,N 
n=n+l :goto  LB1 
Illustrative initial data: 
0.01 - 2.47 - 0.054 
0.01 - 1.98 -0 .020 
0.01 - 1.28 -0 .020 
0.0l --0.300 --0.020 
0.01 0.965 --0.020 
The program, presented in generalized language and condensed format, plots activation of Purkinje cell of Fig. 1; k(i, j) 
represents input from jth to ith neuron; i(i) is input from climbing and mossy fibers; a(i) is activation level of  ith neuron; 
re(i) is extracellular input; nb labels burst of input and nc switches from curves b to a; g(j) is "deformation". 
for i = 1 to 3:l ine(160"i - 1,55) - (160"i - 1,59) :next 
for i= 1 to 3: locate 9 ,20" i -1  :print 10"i :next 
n = 0 :locate 2,2: print 'T'; locate 9,68 : print "'time (msec)"  
locate 24,78: print "b": locate 6,78,0: print "a" 
line(O.0) - (639,199),,b :line(O,55) - (639,55) 
f(O) = .05 
for  j=O to 8 :ya( j )  =199-3* f ( j ) *exp(3) :next  
for  i=O to 8 : fo r  j=O to 7: read k ( i , j ) :next  
read i(i), a ( i ) ,m( i ) :next  
LB1 t=O 
LB2 t =t+ 1 : for j=O to 8 :a t ( j )  =a( j )  
if a ( j )  <0  then at ( j )=at ( j )+1 
if a ( j )  >0  then at( j )  =at ( j )  -5  
if m( j )  =1 and t < 10"(1 +2*nb)  then at( j )  =at ( j )  +1 
if i ( j )=  1 and t < 10"(1 +2*nb)  then a t ( j )=at ( j )+1 
for i=O to 7 : i f  a( i)  > = 1 then a t ( j )=at ( j )+k( j ,  i) 
next: next 
fo r j=O to 8:a(j)=at(j):g(j)=(a(j)+4)*exp(a(j)+4):next 
gosub LB4 
if xm < 299" (nb+1)  then LB2 
nb=nb+l  
if nb> 1 then LB3 else LB2 
LB3 nc=nc+1:m(1)=O:nb=O:ya(6)=55 
if nc > 1 then LB5 else LB1 
LB4 xm= 16*t : j=  n 
y ( j )  = 199-  f ( j ) *g ( j )  - 144"nc : l ine(xm - 16 ,ya( j ) )  - (xm,y( j ) ) :ya ( j )  =y( j )  
return 
Data for connectivity of Fig. I (P ,GrC1,GrC2,BC,StC,  GoC,CF,  MF) ;  and for climbing and mossy fiber input, initial 
activation level, and extracellular input to one granule cell (i,a,m): 
0 1 1 -1  -1  0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 --1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 -1  --1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- I  1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0. 
